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The conversion of 22 Parkway into a public house 

Reference 6/2016/0868/Full  
  

 

JD Wetherspoon (JDW) has now lodged a second planning application to convert 22 Parkway into a large public 

house.  The proposal is very similar to the first application, except that the overall building is a bit smaller, there 

is now “odour control” and they propose to install an “acoustic fence” at the rear.  

 

It is important to realise that this is a second application and the planning process starts all over again.  Your 

first objection will not be carried over to the second application, so it is essential that you object again.  This 

will show JDW that residents are clear about what the town wants. 

 

As the Society made it clear in the first application, it is not against public houses in the town centre but the 

location of this one, on this particular site, is very clearly out of place and should not be allowed.   

 

It is important that the Council receives your objection by 13 June.  You can object by post (Council Offices, 

Campus East, Welwyn Garden City AL8 6AE), by email (contact-whc@welhat.gov.uk) or by posting your 

objection on the Council web site (http://planning.welhat.gov.uk/) under the Reference 6/2016/0868/Full.  

Please use your own words in your objection.  Some of the points that you may wish to raise in your objection 

are listed below: 

 

 No parking provision on the site & total reliance on street parking for customers. 

 

 No access to the site for delivery vehicles. 

 

 An inappropriate building to convert to a public house.  

 

 All shops, restaurants and public houses are to the east side of Parkway. 

 

 Proposals include an outdoor drinking/smoking area at the front.  Such facilities have already been 

refused at the Parkway Bar opposite. 

 

 Asquith House, the flats for senior citizens, is immediately to the rear and backs onto the Beer Garden.  

This is bound to be noisy for the residents.   Residents there are accustomed to a quiet environment now 

and any additional noise is a reduction in their amenity. 

 

 Local residents are bound to face a reduction in amenity with additional noise from cars, and general 

activity late into the night/early morning. 

 

 The adjacent buildings facing Parkway, while now being used as offices, and doctors’ and dentists’ 

surgeries have retained the original front elevations and gardens, largely unaltered.  This would be a 

major change. 

 

 The width of Parkway with the significant landscaped central reservation provides a significant and 

important boundary to the town centre retail and trading area. 

 

 Acceptance of a public house on Parkway provides a precedent for similar establishments along 

Parkway, thereby destroying a key part of the town’s design and heritage. 

 

 Every adult is entitled to make their own separate objection.   
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